
PROJECT WRITE-UP: 

THE UGLY BESTIARY 

The Ugly Bestiary is my final project to conclude my three year degree in Illustration at Norwich 
University of the Arts (UK). The project spanned over around five months and ended with an exhibition 
space in NUA’s end of year show and a one off production of the bestiary book itself. Here you’ll find a 
write up of what exactly the project was about and why I chose to do it. 

“All animals featured in this bestiary are either critically endangered,  endangered or barely known about.

They get ignored my popular media and even large conservation groups because the species in question fails to meet 
the necessary quota of either being cute or generically beautiful. This imbalance of the distribution of funding and 
publicity  is  causing great  damage to  not  only the  remaining  population of  these  beasts  but  also  leaving behind 
negative connotations and false pretences which will effect any future attempts at raising awareness of, or protecting, 
these animals.

These connotations and the vast amount of attention given to the visual appeal of most things in life, as well as just 
the animal world, is an ever growing problem with society, a problem this bestiary aims to address by showing you, 



the reader, how beautiful and important each creature is when you strip away their outer shell and look at them only 
as living beings rather than cute or ugly.”

The above quote is taken from the first page of my bestiary, briefly describing it’s purpose and reason 
for being made in the first place. 

Since I was a child, I’ve always had that same love and interest for animals that any other child would 
have. Collecting bugs in the garden, jumping around like a lemur, reading all the animal books in the 
library, but one thing used to confuse me; why do certain animals get treated as such disposable, 
unimportant things when animals which are startlingly similar will receive a positive and warm 
reception? I realised as I grew up that it was down to a huge number of reasons, but one significant 
and frustrating one which stood out to me was the appearance of the animal. If the create wasn’t 
generically cute, beautiful or unusual in a pleasant way, they tended to be at the bottom of the pile, as 
if they were entirely different when really there’s very little difference at all. 

The Ugly Bestiary aimed to shed more light on this, showing the ‘uglier’ animals for exactly what they 
are: animals. They share the same biology and general structure as any other species viewed as more 



appealing and by focusing on their anatomy and skeletal structure, I hoped to reflect this to the 
reader. 

Each animal featured in the bestiary is made up of three elements: 
• Exterior appearance 
• Skeletal structure 
• Patternation within the skeleton [The patterns inside the skeleton of each animal feature a plant from 

each of the habitats the species are from] 

By displaying the skeleton as the bright and colourful element yet keeping its exterior appearance grey 
and basic, it draws the focus onto the animal as a being rather than a judgement. This switch of focus 
is intended to help the reader move away from any predetermined or unconscious assumptions that 
ugly/unusual = bad. It instead allows them to look more closely at the fact that the animal is not that 
much different to other similar species which may not have the same negative reception, without the 
distraction of the initial impression the animal’s appearance will have on the viewer, this is much easier 
to achieve. 

More focus needs to be put on the functionality and living nature of different species of animal rather 
than the current state of judging something’s worth by its visual appeal. Consider the animals that 
appear on the WWF website. 
Now, by no means am I disregarding the amazing work WWF does for a range of endangered animals 
and their habitats, but there is an undeniable focus on the cuter, fluffier animals. Understandable to 
some degree; cute and pretty definitely sells better than scaly and strange, but because of this sales 
tactic being used across the vast majority of large conservation groups and animal awareness 
organisations it has become commonplace to ignore a huge chunk of the other endangered species. 
The fish, insects, fungi, flora, reptiles, these huge groups of species are being pushed to the bottom 
of the food chain when it comes to conservation and publicity. 

There are small groups fighting against this, the Ugly Animal Preservation Society is one of them 
and is one of the main reasons I wrote The Ugly Bestiary project in the first place. But these sorts of 
organisations are either not commonplace enough in the public eye or do not receive the right 
promotional material or publicity that they deserve. 

The Ugly Bestiary is only a small way to try to change this but for the duration of the project I’ve had 
the opportunity to talk to dozens of people about the subject matter, people who hadn’t previously 
thought about it as an issue. So I feel that it was a success with both it’s visual end outcome and its 
intended purpose. 

http://uglyanimalsoc.com/


I aim to, in the near future, potentially pitch The Ugly Bestiary and its SLICE series to publishers and 
art directors in the hope that it can one day become a fully fledged book where it can affect more than 
just a few dozen people.


